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A B S T R A C T

Context: Boundary Artefacts (BAs) support software development activities in many aspects because it carries
lots of information in the same object that can be used and interpreted by several social groups within
an organisation. When the BAs are inconsistent regarding their content, such as many meanings or lack of
contextual information, their efficiency is reduced because stakeholders will not trust them.
Objective: This study aimed to understand the implications of differences in the perception of trust on software
projects and their influence on stakeholders’ behaviour.
Methods: We conducted an exploratory case study to observe the creation and utilisation of one specific BA
and the implications of differences in trust and their influence on stakeholders’ behaviour.
Results : Our investigation has shown that practitioners adding and adjusting existing content do not entirely
understand the stakeholders’ needs. Together with the partial management of the content, trust is impacted.
When the content of BAs does not meet the trust factors, specifically reliability and predictability, the
stakeholders cannot execute their tasks appropriately, and several implications affect the software development
project. Additionally, they create workarounds to supply their needs.
Conclusion: The differences in trust in BAs affect software projects in different areas of the organisation and
interfere with the task execution of various stakeholders. The decrease in trust results from inconsistencies
in the content associated with the lack of management of the BA. A structured strategy for representing and
managing a BA’s content seems appropriate to increase trust levels and efficiency.
. Introduction

Boundary Artefacts (BAs) are central objects that tie together teams
n multiple social worlds along the software development lifecycle
hile holding different meanings [1,2]. They are used to steer collab-
rative work between various stakeholders. For instance, a use case
escribing how users intend to interact with the system is defined
rom a requirements perspective. It serves as a basis for various other
ctivities such as project organisation and management (e.g. effort
stimation), design, and (acceptance) testing.

The BAs are essential for effective collaboration because they con-
ain relevant information that supplies different groups with different
eeds. They materialise mainly as electronic or printed documents and,
or the most part, are produced and used by humans. Being central re-
ources and extensively used, disregarding the methodology adopted to
uide software development processes, they provide value by condens-
ng practitioners’ knowledge in different formats, such as architecture
escriptions, requirements specifications, test cases, etc. [3,4].

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: raquel.ouriques@bth.se (R. Ouriques).

Software development teams, especially when geographically dis-
persed, rely on BAs for efficient coordination and knowledge sharing.
The successful handling of such artefacts depends on how people
manipulate and interpret information, and how they use technology
to spread knowledge. Such complexity increases when a BA requires
contributions from different social groups with distinct perspectives and
knowledge background [3,5].

While providing benefits such as shared understanding and knowl-
edge resources to distinct groups, BAs can also fail in their purpose.
Misunderstandings can happen when the artefact is not plastic enough
to accommodate the different meanings. In other cases, it requires
more contextual information so stakeholders can process the available
information, or constant updates are necessary to satisfy needs [6–8].

As such inconsistencies occur, stakeholders’ usage can be under-
mined, and the efficiency of these artefacts is reduced. For example,
when a BA is mismanaged, learning across diverse groups becomes
limited and integrating additional knowledge is difficult [9]. More-
over, when a BA do not comply with sufficient level of detail and
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practitioners neglect the management of such artefacts, stakeholders
will not be able to find relevant and updated content. In worst cases,
the workload can increase due to redesigning solutions that could be
avoided if artefacts were properly managed [4].

In this circumstance, when practitioners do not feel confident in
using the BA, trust decreases, and unknown consequences to the soft-
ware projects can come into sight. This situation can also create an
unpleasant environment with a weak sense of community that can be
developed and encourage demand for accountability [5,10,11].

As trustworthy BAs are crucial for executing software development
activities successfully, it is important to understand how practitioners
create and use them, and what the implications are when there is a
lack of trust in the BAs. Trust is an essential factor that determines
he adoption of artefacts and the extent to which a practitioner feels
onfident using it [10,12].

Software engineering researchers have examined BAs in several past
tudies. Most studies explore how companies benefit from using them
or information sharing and collaboration among teams [13–16]. On
he other hand, BAs must be trustworthy so that practitioners can rely
n them to execute their tasks. However, to the best of our knowledge,
his aspect has not been examined so far.

In this investigation, we address this gap by reporting on a study
xamining the creation and utilisation of one specific BA and analysing
ow trust affects stakeholder behaviour towards it.

In particular, we aim at the following contributions:

• An empirical investigation of how a BA is created, utilised, and
managed in a software development environment.

• An analysis of the implications of a decreased level of trust and
how they influence the stakeholders’ behaviour towards the BA.

• A discussion of the possible implications for future research and
potential solutions for managing the analysed BA.

This manuscript is organised as follows: In Section 2, we present
brief background to our study and discuss related work. Section 3

escribes the research method. In Section 4, we present the findings of
ur study. In Section 5, we discuss the implications that our findings
ave and future research. In Section 6, we then discuss the threats to
he validity of our study before concluding our manuscript in Section 7.

. Background and related work

In this section, we first introduce the basic notion of boundary
rtefacts (BAs) as background of our study before discussing related
ork.

.1. Boundary artefacts

The concept of boundary artefacts is not new and originates in
he discipline of ecology [8,17,18]. Two main terms are commonly
sed in the literature: Boundary objects and Boundary artefacts. As we
ocus on the software engineering discipline, we use the term boundary
rtefact (BA) due to its proximity to the field. While we refer to Mendez
t al. [19] for a more elaborate discussion and definition of the term, an
rtefact is, in simple terms, a work product that is produced, modified,
r used by a sequence of tasks that have value to a role, such as code,
est cases, or a requirements documentation.

The original introduction of the term boundary artefact roots back
o 1989 and was coined in a study developed for the Museum of
ertebrate Zoology [17]. The authors define it as ‘‘objects which are
oth plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of
he several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a
ommon identity across sites’’.

The boundary does not refer to a limit, edge, or periphery but a
hared space structure. These objects carry an interpretative flexibility
haracteristic, which means that different groups gather information
nd interpret it differently from the same object [20].
2

Star and Griesemer [17] detail four types of BAs: o
• Repositories, which are traditional and standardised piles of ob-
jects such as a library.

• Ideal type, which denotes objects with a high level of abstraction
that are adaptable to all domains. However, due to its vague
characteristic, it suits better for communicating.

• Coincident boundaries, i.e. objects which, while possessing dif-
ferent contents, have the same boundaries. They fit organisa-
tions with geographically distributed stakeholders that need the
information to work autonomously while cooperating with a
commonly shared referent.

• Standardised forms, which are objects with a rigid structure for
adding information.

BAs are, thus, useful objects that can support software development
n many aspects, including being the source of information to many
takeholders within an organisation. However, the fast-paced changes
o the software products can affect the flow of information in these
bjects [21].

As boundary artefacts grow, they can lose flexibility because too
any boundaries are crossed. When there is an overload of meanings,
BA can lose value to its stakeholders, resulting in workarounds to

void the BA at all [7,17,22].
Practitioners need to manage the different borders and information

eeds of other stakeholders to keep the BA useful with shared under-
tanding [3,11]. As we recognise the importance of BA for software
ngineering, we want to understand why people avoid using them.
he circumstances around the creation and management of the BA can
ffect how people trust them, and as a consequence, the BA can be more
r less valuable or attractive, which may explain why they are used or
ot.

.2. Work related to trust in (boundary) artefacts

As the notion of trust has been explored in several disciplines,
here is still no consensus about its exact definition. The term acquires
ifferent meanings depending on the context investigated [11,12].

A large number of definitions of trust connect to human behaviour
owards another. In this context, trust refers to how individuals depend
oluntarily on other individuals’ behaviour. Due to its vague trait,
t is complex to evaluate. To make it possible to describe, several
uthors proposed trusting beliefs, which are favourable factors that
elp to describe what causes a person to consider another person
rustworthy [10,23].

Several authors discuss and provide different attributes for trusting
eliefs. They depend on the context. The most cited ones are from
cKnight et al. [23]: benevolence, competence, honesty/integrity, and

redictability. However, these beliefs focus on aspects of human social
nteraction and denote assessments that people make about each other.

Based on previous research, trust in inanimate software artefacts
as been investigated under the premise that people perceive these
rtefacts as social actors, as if they possess human attributes [24,25].

In an extensive study in information technology artefacts, Lansing
nd Sunyaev [12] scrutinised the trust literature to identify trusting
eliefs applied to inanimate software artefacts. From this perspective,
n information technology artefact should be:

• Reliable: Perception that the artefact provides accurate content.
• Predictable: Confidence that the resource is always provisioned

as requested.
• Provide the required functionality: perform as needed for the task

environment.

In our study at hands, we reuse those three trusting beliefs.
A few studies in the software engineering field focus further on trust

n artefacts. Reviewing empirical studies, Lansing and Sunyaev devel-

ped a conceptual model to describe trust in the cloud service software
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artefact. They comprehensively analyse the several trust constructs to
reach a model contributing to theory-building on trust.

Koelmann [26] also provides a theoretical discussion around the
concept of trust. However, he focuses on an information technol-
ogy artefact’s role in trust-related interactions. He further details the
implications that can arise in situations involving trust.

Regarding empirical studies, we also found an original work fo-
cusing on trust in inanimate software artefacts. Thatcher et al. [27]
examined how trust is affected by information technology and its
support in users post-adoption. We consider this work as relevant to
our study as it initiated the development of new concepts regarding
trust constructs concerning inanimate software artefacts with evidence
from an empirical investigation.

Paravastu et al. [25] explored how trust and trustworthiness apply
to users’ satisfaction. Their empirical investigation has shown dif-
ferences between the two explored constructs, and user satisfaction
is related to trustworthiness rather than trust in software artefacts.
Trust in inanimate software artefacts is little examined in the software
engineering field, especially regarding artefacts produced during the
development process, which are utilised as resources from one phase
to another.

As software development becomes geographically dispersed, people
tend to rely more on artefacts to execute their tasks. To do so, they
need to trust the information provided by the artefacts. In the interest
of advancing research into trust in inanimate software artefacts, our
study adds to our understanding of how trust can affect stakeholders’
behaviour in software projects.

3. Research method

Our study aims to examine the process of creating and utilising a
BA. We are especially interested in the implications of trust beliefs and
how they influence the stakeholders’ behaviour in this process.

We developed our Research Questions (RQ) through discussions
and brainstorming sessions with our company partner (introduced in
Section 4.1). We addressed four RQs:

RQ1 How do practitioners decide how to represent knowledge and
information in boundary artefacts and their expectations concern-
ing their use?

RQ2 How do practitioners manage boundary artefacts?
RQ3 What are the implications of the differences in trust in boundary

artefacts to software development?
RQ4 How does a difference in the level of trust in boundary artefacts

influence the stakeholders’ usage behaviour?

To answer these questions, we conducted a qualitative study
analysing data on phenomena related to human behaviour [28]. We
followed the principles of an exploratory case study to gather insights
into creating and utilising the selected BA [29].

We collected the data via a series of sources, including interviews,
archive documents, chat via Microsoft TeamsTM and a workshop. We
examined the interviews by two-level coding (see Section 3.3) to iden-
tify relevant codes that enabled us to answer our RQs and explain the
trust cycle (see Fig. 6) [30].

3.1. Research approach

Fig. 1 depicts the approach that we developed to investigate the
actions and interactions surrounding the BA. Our approach focused on
three perspectives:

a. Contributors We investigated how the practitioners added
content to the BA and their perception of who
are the stakeholders of the object and how
they utilise it.
3

Fig. 1. Research approach.

Table 1
Description of the practitioners included in this study (Interviews).

Participants Role Type

P1 Senior engineer Contributor
P2 Senior engineer Stakeholder
P2 Senior engineer Stakeholder
P3 Specialist engineer Stakeholder
P4 IT product owner Management
P5 Experienced engineer Stakeholder
P6 Senior engineer Stakeholder
P7 Senior engineer Contributor
P8 Senior engineer Stakeholder

. Content management In this perspective, we identified content man-
agement aspects associated with the BA. We
paid attention to existing guidelines for adding
content, responsibilities, and ownership.

c. Stakeholders We explored how the stakeholders utilised the
BA. We examined their perception of trusting
beliefs in relation to the BA and how they
influenced the stakeholders’ behaviour.

This approach allowed us to identify misalignment between the
content creation and management from the contributors’ side and
evaluate the trust of the stakeholders concerning the BA.

3.2. Data collection

The data for this study was collected by means of interviews, archive
documents, workshop, and informal conversations with practitioners.
The first and fourth authors had full access to the company network
and Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) through ded-
icated employee accounts and devices set up and provided as part of
the collaboration.

We utilised semi-structured interviews and one unstructured. The
interview questions (see Fig. 2) were selected according to the role
of each practitioner who was interviewed, be it contributors or stake-
holders (see Table 1) within the Quality Assurance unit, except for the
content management approach. Thus, the inter-stakeholders differences
are not of relevance to our analysis. In this approach, we used an
unstructured interview due to the exploratory characteristic of the
event.

We chose the trusting beliefs conceptualisation proposed by Lansing
and Sunyaev [12] as our guide for elaborating the interview guide and
analysing the results. It represents a combination of several theories of
trust applied to inanimate software artefacts.
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Fig. 2. Interview guide.
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Table 2
Description of the practitioners included in this study — Workshop.

Participants Role Type

P1 Senior engineer Contributor
P2 Senior engineer Stakeholder
P3 Specialist engineer Stakeholder
P4 IT product owner Management
P5 Experienced engineer Stakeholder
P6 Senior engineer Stakeholder
P7 Senior engineer Contributor
P8 Senior engineer Stakeholder
P9 Engineer Engineer invited for discussion
P10 Expert engineer Experienced engineer invited for discussion

The interviews were conducted through Microsoft TeamsTM and
lasted around 30 min. We also utilised Microsoft TeamsTM for gathering
data during the entire collaboration in informal chats with several
practitioners. We initiated the data collection in September 2021 with
the interviews and finished in April 2022 with the workshop and
informal discussions with practitioners.

We gathered data from archival files, including ConfluenceTM pages,
internal presentations, and descriptions of tools. We also collected data
from a workshop planned for confirmation of the results and additional
data.

The workshop lasted 1,5 h and happened in the last days of the
data collection. We had eight participants interviewed in the previous
step and two practitioners who had a close interest in the subject (see
Table 2). The purpose was to validate the draft of the results and collect
complementary data. We focused on the three aspects of our proposed
approach (see Fig. 1).

We stored three data types (audio, video and text) in the MAXQDA1

software for qualitative and mixed methods research. The software
supported us in extracting the codes in the two-step coding cycle
directly from the data source.

3.3. Data analysis

The data collection process and the analysis of the data were inter-
related. The first author transcribed the interviews and established the
initial codes. Simultaneously, the first author contacted people already
interviewed and other practitioners in the company to clarify internal
processes and misunderstandings.

We performed a two-cycle coding [30]. In the first cycle, we as-
signed process codes to the data chunks. This coding method indicates

1 Available at https://www.maxqda.com.
4

t

observable and conceptual action in the data and summarises data seg-
ments. The research questions partially steered the codes. For example,
when the chunk of data referred to RQ1 and RQ3, we often coded it
as ‘‘contributing to the boundary object’’ and ‘‘trust implication’’ (see
Fig. 3).

In the second cycle, we broke down the codes generated in the first
cycle into smaller concepts that represented patterns in the data (see
Fig. 3). After concluding the second cycle, the first and the second
authors gathered to analyse the generated codes. In this session, we
discussed all codes and how and why they were added, aiming for
consistency. We also examined the codes against the transcripts. We
corrected misunderstandings, consolidated the initial findings through
agreement, and identified gaps that required further clarification.

To increase reliability, we conducted a workshop with practitioners
participating in the study. We asked for confirmation of our findings
in relation to the three aspects of our approach, including content
creation and management of the BA, the implication of trust beliefs,
and practitioners’ behaviour changes. After the workshop, we adjusted
our interpretations regarding the content management findings, which
changed to partial content management. Although we validated most
of the results, we still had open questions that required further investi-
gation, including the stakeholders’ behaviour, which was later clarified
in discussions with practitioners through Microsoft TeamsTM.

.4. Ethical concerns

We followed the Swedish Research Council [31] guidelines for
onducting ethical research. Besides the guidelines, we also paid at-
ention to how the interview guide was elaborated. We were careful
n designing a guide that would not raise intense emotions or cause
sychological harm [32].

The participants knew the study’s goal and that they could choose
o remove their interview from the research before the research was
ublished. We asked for permission to record the interviews and ex-
lained that the data would be stored on the company’s computer only.
oreover, every mention of specific pieces of data, such as quotes,
ould be anonymised.

When sampling the practitioners to participate, we decided based on
he following criteria: their role (creating content, managing or utilising
he BA) and availability during the period we performed the interviews.

We had an intermediate step in our research where we conducted a
orkshop to present a draft of the findings, aiming for validation and
dditional data collection. During the workshop, we were cautious not
o reveal participants’ names or the teams they belonged to, avoiding
ny discomfort.

Regarding the data analysis, we avoided potential stigmatisation or
arm to specific populations by not collecting or analysing data related

o the religion, race, or ethnicity of any participant in this study.

https://www.maxqda.com
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Fig. 3. Example of the two-cycle coding process.
4. Results

In this section, we report on the results of our study, which investi-
gates the creation and utilisation of one specific BA and the implications
of trust and their influence on stakeholders’ behaviour. We divide the
subsections in tune with our RQs (see Section 3).

4.1. Case company

Axis Communications provides network solutions in video surveil-
lance, access control, intercom, and audio systems. They collaborate
with thousands of technology and system integration partners around
the world to deliver solutions and support customers with focus on
openness and quality. Axis has around 4000 employees in over 50
countries and has its headquarters in Lund, Sweden, which is where
the case study was centred.

The AXIS OS operating system for edge devices is used in more than
200 of Axis’ products. Over 1000 research and development engineers
work directly or indirectly with developing AXIS OS as a software
product line. There are also other Axis employees and Axis partners that
are dependent on information about individual products in the AXIS
OS product portfolio, such as technical writers, support personnel and
development partners.

4.2. Description of the boundary artefact

The BA analysed in this study represents the core list of features
of all of the products in a software product line of the company
(covering over 200 products), and it is physically represented as an
XML file. It stores all the developed features for the firmware used in
the company’s products, be it new, modified or deprecated features.
Teams with specific functions (approximately 48 teams), e.g., audio and
streaming, add the features and associated content to the BA.

The artefact is handled as code and managed in the same source
code management tool used for the product code for the software
product line. Automated regression tests for the software product line
use the BA so that discrepancies are detected in the build pipeline.
Those that need changes to the BA will create pull requests, represented
by the dotted lines in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 also displays a summary of the several internal stakeholders
in different parts of the organisation. Customer and external partners
(for example, application development partners) are also stakeholders.
Our investigation focused on the Quality Assurance department.

The content of this BA is utilised in automated and manual for-
mats, but mostly automated. The information is automatically retrieved
5

through a framework that collects product information using an API
(Application Programming Interface).

Through the automatic retrieving, information from the BA crosses
several boundaries within the organisation, including marketing, global
services, quality assurance, platform management, solution manage-
ment, customer information, etc. At each boundary, the information
provided by the BA serve different purpose.

Besides the mentioned department boundaries within the organi-
sation, the BA represents a shared structure for teams with similar
activities but different goals and focuses. Those characteristics resemble
the Coincident boundaries artefact type described by Star and Griese-
mer [17] (see Section 2). It has the advantage of providing input
to perform tasks with different goals. Teams work autonomously but
collaborate in this shared artefact.

4.3. Representing and managing the content of the BA

In this subsection, we detail the process of adding content to the BA
and also the approach adopted to manage it, addressing both RQ1 and
RQ2.

So-called function teams add new features and make adjustments
to existing ones. This process is meant to be flexible. Creators in such
teams begin with rudimentary versions of the content and improve
them until they have a satisfactory version, such as descriptions and
parameters.

Regarding the new features, the content addition is guided by a
multidisciplinary team — having the goal of building a generic vo-
cabulary that the whole company can use. They book sessions so the
creators can explain the new feature. The team then choose names
for the features and make sure that the names are technically correct
and easy to translate. The multidisciplinary team partially manages the
artefact with the activities detailed in Table 3.

The management team also clear up the features that do not belong
to the artefact and deprecate features that are no longer in use but keep
there as historical data.

In our investigation, we found that those function teams perceive
the immediate users of the artefact. Their focus is on automated use,
while the manual extraction of the content is not widely known,
exemplified by P1: ‘‘For me, I just know that part of this data goes to the
database, and part of this data goes to the feature lists that are generated
from this, are used to trigger the correct tests’’.

As this happens, the stakeholders of the manual extraction do not
have their needs observed. We detail these findings in the following
subsection and the discussion section.
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Fig. 4. Depiction of the utilisation of the boundary artefact.
Table 3
Activities for managing the BA.

Activity Description

Obtaining an overview of the utilisation Awareness of how the content is used but predominantly in the automated side and generation of information to customers.
Assigning responsibility for parts of the content Finding owners for each feature.
Achieving flexibility in adding content Possibility for incremental edits to the existing content by the teams.
Capturing knowledge about each feature The multidisciplinary team establish meetings with creators for details about new features.
Establishing a common terminology Defining terms and names to be known by the whole company and customers.
Planning for future increments Predicting that a feature has the potential to grow and list the future options to reduce the updates.
Controlling over modifications Every modification generates an approval request which at least two people review.
Creating generic content Making features for different setups and not connected to a specific device.
4.4. Implication of trusting beliefs

In this subsection, we detail our investigation of the differences in
trust and the implications generated when the BA is not reliable or
predictable — answering the RQ3.

As the stakeholders rely on BA to execute their tasks, they expect the
information stored in the artefact to fulfil their needs. Several implica-
tions can affect the development process when practitioners understand
that information does not meet favourable factors of trusting beliefs.

The information provided by the BA meets the functionality
favourable factor. One explanation is that most of the content is in
a code format, read by developers and other tools that automatically
extract the information. In this aspect, P2 commented: ‘‘Well, the XML
is never human-readable. So, no, it doesn’t, but programmatically it works,
of course. There is no problem in reliability for the code in the BA, but
it is not human readable’’. To a stakeholder not involved in this level
(development), a web version of the artefact displays the description
for each feature. For those stakeholders, the web version meets the
functionality factor.

As to reliability, we found that the content stored in the BA
failed the stakeholders. When the stored information is incorrect, the
automatic extraction can run tests that will fail, execute wrong tests, or
not even run them. P8 exemplifies saying: ‘‘It sometimes affects when we
execute new tests. The BA must be updated before the tests run on devices
with the correct features’’. P7 adds, ‘‘There have been updates to the BA
that broke tools that I used because it didn’t follow the XML standard or
someone added something that simply didn’t work. So, there failed from
time to time’’.

When those issues occur, it is evident that the development process
can suffer a setback due to waiting time to fix them. The incorrectness
of the information can also generate mistakes in appointing tasks to the
wrong practitioners. As we mentioned in the previous section, when the
content creators of the BA are not familiar with the stakeholders’ needs,
the content generated will not support the execution of their tasks. In
this regard, P6 stated: ‘‘I think it is important that the features have the
right ownership to address tasks concerning that features to the right tester.
The information can be fetched through other sources, but it takes longer,
so the BA is a quick way to get it ’’.
6

Terminology occasionally causes misunderstanding because, de-
pending on the department of the practitioners, they spend some time
understanding what the feature is about. Regarding this issue, P2
commented: ‘‘I need to land in the BA first to understand which feature
I am looking for because the namings in the BA are not the same as the
namings that I’m used to. Because it is not the same name I use in software
terminology, sometimes it is confusing to figure out how a feature is activated
on the camera’’.

Regarding predictability, we examined if the practitioners had to,
at any time, wait for information to be available. When the information
of the BA does not meet this criterion, the automated tests get delayed,
which connects to the implications found in the reliability factor. In
this regard, P4 explains: ‘‘If it is missing, you sure have to wait. I am not
the one who put it in. So, I have to tell someone who has to go through this
whole process, so there is a huge delay. I expect it to take a long time if it
is not in there’’.

At last, the lack of predictability generates the feeling of uncer-
tainty about the availability of the information by stakeholders. As P3
observed, ‘‘It sometimes affects when we can’t take in new tests. The BA
needs to be updated before, so the tests are run on devices with the correct
features’’.

The combination of the reported implications influences the stake-
holders’ behaviour as they need to execute their tasks. We describe this
behaviour in the following subsection.

4.5. Change in behaviour

In this subsection, we explore how a difference in the level of trust
in the BA influences the stakeholders’ behaviour (RQ4).

There are features with multiple implementations in the BA due to
differences among the products. In some situations, the stakeholders
find it difficult to know if they can use one of those implementations.
They cannot use it in other cases because the BA does not offer the
necessary implementations.

To execute their tasks, the stakeholders create workarounds such
as complementary artefacts. They are made within the function teams
and address their specific need. This behaviour is derived from our
reliability investigation. When the information fails the stakeholder,
they move towards another solution that will not be ideal, which is
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Fig. 5. Summary of the findings.
this case. Note the remark made by P4: ‘‘It is often that we can’t use the
BA in those cases, so we can’t make a test out of it. We have our own test
suite with our own made-up BA for many products’’.

The content is expected to be merged with the official BA. However,
there is no control over when those cases happen, how many teams
create them, or if the content has been actually merged. P4 details this
process: ‘‘This artefact is official in the sense that we use it for our tests.
No other usage than for test purposes. Just my team, as far as I know. It
grows with the need to separate tests for products. We add that if we have a
test that needs to be run depending on a feature. If the official BA had these
implementations, we would not need it’’. During the workshop, we also
confirmed that this happens to other teams, which can be disastrous,
according to one of the experienced engineers. Besides, during our
investigation, one feature was missing in the BA.

To better visualise our research findings, we summarised them in
Fig. 5. It shows the process of creation, management, and the implica-
tions of the differences in trust in a software project. Also, how they
influence stakeholders’ behaviour.

Together these results provide important insights into how differ-
ences in trust over BA can affect software projects, more importantly,
how they influence stakeholders’ behaviour when using the BA. In our
case, this behaviour can be detrimental because the complementary
artefacts can remain unknown and possibly needed by other stakehold-
ers. We believe that stakeholders might have other behaviours in a
different context and use the BA in other ways or not even use them.
We discuss the findings and potential solutions in the following section.

5. Discussion

This study aimed to understand the implications of differences in
the perception of trust in BAs on software projects and their influence
on stakeholders’ behaviour. Our findings suggest that most negative
implications and changes in stakeholders’ behaviour occur because of
inefficient management of the BA.

By abstracting the case results, we can establish a conceptual idea
of how the trust cycle of boundary artefacts functions. We state that
trusting beliefs about the BA influence how the stakeholders use the BA
(see Fig. 6). Negative implications might emerge when practitioners do
not perceive the BA as favourable in at least one of the investigated
trusting beliefs, reliability, functionality, and predictability.

Thus, the trust cycle is generalisable to different software devel-
opment companies with different sizes. The negative implications re-
sulting from the inconsistencies, though, can be the same or others
because they are conditional to the context. For example, we did not
7

Fig. 6. Trust cycle.

find implications regarding the functional factor. Other contexts or
different BAs can reveal them — also, different behaviours.

As the BA carries many inconsistencies, the stakeholders can show
less confidence, reducing their trust in the BA. They will use the BA
differently from how it was supposed to be used or not use it all. For
that reason, building up the value of the BA by increasing its trust levels
is critical when driving positive behaviour from stakeholders.

In our case, the partial control over the BA has caused several
negative implications and influenced the stakeholders’ behaviour in
creating complementary artefacts. Given that there is a constellation
of different teams contributing to and utilising the BA, we believe that
adopting a cooperative approach where the management of the BA is
shared between practitioners is a good practice for managing the BA
and keeping it trustworthy. Dividing the management work can reduce
the workload compared to leaving the job to one or a few individuals.

Also, the studied BA already has partial management of the content.
Our suggestions lie in the distribution of the work for the whole
artefact. One example of this approach would be to divide the handling
of the BA between the content and the technical owner when having
machine-readable artefacts.

To collaborate with this approach, we provide potential solutions
on two main levels. The first refers to the scope of the multidisci-
plinary team that currently owns the BA. The second level concerns
the creation of the BA, which aspects should be observed.
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Management level

Having a formal strategy for managing the entire content pre-
vents inconsistencies in the BA. This process can be done by assembling
interconnected actors and defining roles and responsibilities for each
part of the BA’s content to provide correct and timely information [3,
33].

The incorrect information has caused complications to test execu-
tion, be it manual or automated. Every time spent to fix those punctual
issues with the BA can generate avoidable loops and increase costs for
corrective procedures [34,35].

Such complications can be minimised by periodic evaluation and
feedback processes. Stakeholders can evaluate the BA regarding the
trust aspects through a questionnaire, for example. In addition, the cre-
ation of ways to receive and implement feedback can avoid reliability
issues and prevent the need for accountability due to outdated or wrong
content.

Content creation level

The contributors of the BA have limited knowledge about the stake-
holders and the different usage of the content provided. Yet, one crucial
aspect of the BA is that the content represents its stakeholders’ needs
and is a fundamental part of the BA’s design. We believe mapping the
stakeholders, and their needs is a key point for designing BAs. It
requires negotiations between contributors and stakeholders to reach a
consensus about the multiple domains of stored knowledge [5,36,37].

Occasionally, terminology causes confusion and misinterpretation.
When building complex products, the amount of knowledge and its
types are often large, creating different terminology levels. The liter-
ature reports three main approaches for dealing with terminology
in BAs, which vary depending on the terms’ novelty level [35].

• Syntactic boundary: usually, a common lexicon is sufficient to
address the differences — other techniques include taxonomies
and store and retrieval technologies.

• Semantic boundary: there is a need for common meanings to cre-
ate shared meanings to address the differences and dependencies
that originated from the terms’ novelty. Other techniques: cross-
functional interactions/teams and boundary spanners/translators.

• Pragmatic boundary: demand for artefacts that can be jointly
transformed. Prototyping is a technique to be used.

Accommodating Experimental and Evolutionary Content is es-
sential for the case we focus on. It seems counter-intuitive to have
such flexibility when BA are highly structured from its original char-
acterisation. However, software development is a dynamic activity that
usually welcomes change while developing and producing experimental
content.

In the case we focus on, there is a frequent need to test new features
that are not yet implemented; thus, it is not in the formal BA. Therefore,
it is important to be flexible to accommodate this type of content
that can be changed or removed. Otherwise, the content will remain
within the teams and probably not be known by others. In addition, as
technology evolves, the need to create content in different formats also
changes. For that purpose, foresee how new content adapts becomes
valuable.

Our study revealed how the differences in trust in BAs affect soft-
ware projects in different areas of the organisation and interfere with
the task execution of various stakeholders. The decrease in trust results
from inconsistencies in the content associated with the lack of manage-
ment of the BA. A structured strategy for representing and managing a
BA’s content seems appropriate to increase trust levels and efficiency.

It should be noted that we have not investigated the impact of the
negative implications on the software project. Although we revealed
them, we do not know how severe they are. A future study could
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examine how to measure the implications’ severity level. The results
could support practitioners in prioritising activities for making adjust-
ments and fixes. This is particularly important when dealing with large
and well-established BAs that would require an excessive workload for
restructuring them.

Another aspect we believe is important for better-designing BAs is
investigating the notions of value for different stakeholders. A qualita-
tive study exploring the stakeholders’ perceptions of value and how to
utilise them could shed light on creating BAs. The nuances of value can
differ and provide different aspects that can offer additional value to
the stakeholders rather than only the correct content, for example. We
believe that if the artefact is well-planned from the beginning, there is a
chance that fewer issues will occur regarding how the artefact supplies
the stakeholders’ needs.

Lastly, the third research direction. We suggest replications of this
study to contribute to building a body of knowledge on implications
to software projects when practitioners do not perceive the BA as
favourable concerning trusting beliefs. Other cases could help us clas-
sify negative implications by company size, number of stakeholders,
BAs not machine-readable, etc.

6. Threats to validity

In this section, we discuss a number of threats to the validity of
our study. We followed the guidelines recommended by Runesson and
Höst [29], who classify such threats as a construct, internal, external,
and reliability threats.

Construct validity refers to how the theoretical constructs investi-
gated are represented by what the researcher has in mind and what
was actually investigated during the interviews. In this aspect, we
identified one threat: the interpretation of the criteria to evaluate
trusting beliefs such as reliability, functionality and predictability. To
reduce this threat, during the interviews, we defined each criterion. For
each of them, we had questions that helped the practitioner understand
them in the context of information in the artefacts (see Fig. 2).

The internal validity concerns whether a third factor might be
affecting the factor in the investigation besides the ones already identi-
fied. As we chose an exploratory study, this threat is minimised because
we do not use pre-defined concepts to be confirmed. To diminish
this threat, we utilised a semi-structured interview guide that allowed
the practitioners to speak spontaneously. In addition, we validated
our findings in a workshop that worked as both a sanity check and
additional data collection.

External validity relates to the extent to which it is possible to
generalise the study’s results to other cases. Also, to what extent do
the findings stimulate the interest of other practitioners. As a case
study, our results provide analytical generalisation through plentiful
contextual information and discussion of the findings [29,38]. The
findings of this study extend to cases with common characteristics, such
as companies that develop hardware and software and utilise a BA
to store and distribute information about all features throughout the
development process.

Concerning the reliability threat, we discuss potential threats related
to how the analysis depends on a specific researcher. To minimise this
threat, we provided an extensive description of our research approach
and a detailed explanation of the coding process with examples of the
raw data. Also, we offered the semi-structured interview guide as a
transparency action.

7. Concluding remarks

Boundary artefacts support task execution for many stakeholders
within a software development project. However, if practitioners do not
trust the artefact, they will probably not rely on them or have different

behaviour towards them.
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We conducted an empirical investigation through a case study
to reveal how people create, utilise and manage BAs. Moreover, we
observed how differences in trust affected software projects and how
they change the stakeholders’ behaviour.

Our investigation has shown that practitioners who add new and
adjust existing content do not entirely understand the stakeholders’
needs. In addition, the management of the content is partial. These
findings indicate that parts of the content and stakeholders’ needs are
not supervised, impacting trust levels.

When practitioners do not perceive the BA as favourable in at least
one of the investigated trusting beliefs, specifically reliability and pre-
dictability, the stakeholders cannot execute their tasks appropriately,
and several implications affect the software project development. Ad-
ditionally, the stakeholders create workarounds to supply their needs.
Among those, they create complementary artefacts within their teams.

To function as planned, organisations need to increase the level
of trust of their BAs, and the proper management of the content is
crucial for increasing this trust level. This management should include
creating content based on stakeholders’ needs and monitoring changes.
Future research could explore and develop other ways for support-
ing practitioners in creating and managing such artefacts in software
development environments.
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